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Abstract. Nowadays, autonomous driving systems are being developed and
utilized. And high precision 3D map data is said to be necessary to realize auton‐
omous driving. This data contains position data of features such as “road line”,
“road edge” and “road sign”. This map data is created with point cloud data taken
by Mobile Mapping System (MMS), and to reduce cost, it is desirable that the
map creation work is automated, but in fact it is difficult to fully automate. So
first, features detection process will be performed by an automatic process, and
then a manual confirmation process will be performed. Therefore, in order to
reduce cost, it is important to improve a manual confirmation process. In this
paper, we propose a system that improves a manual confirmation process by
displaying features in different color using evaluation items unique to each feature
type.

In experiment, we used actual MMS data on Tokyo Japan, performed auto
features detection process and got features data with evaluation item values. We
investigated whether an appropriate low evaluation item values is given for error
detection. As a result, we confirmed the effectiveness of this system.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, autonomous driving systems are being developed and utilized. Information
for automated driving is mainly provided by car equipped sensors such as cameras or
radars, but detection range of these sensors are limited. Therefore, high precision 3D
map data is said to be necessary to realize autonomous driving. This data contains posi‐
tion data of features such as “road line”, “road edge” and “road sign” (see Fig. 1). Posi‐
tion data of road line can be used to recognize where to drive, it of road edge can be
used to recognize where to escape in an emergency, it of road sign can be used to recog‐
nize self position precisely. Furthermore, to know road line shape over sensors range
enable comfortable driving such as “changing lane for the destination in advance” or
“decelerating before curved section”.
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3D map data is created with point cloud data taken by Mobile Mapping System
(MMS) (see Fig. 2) and map creation process should be automated to reduce cost.
However, complete automation is much difficult because some road line may be faded,
or some road edge may covered with grass, so manual confirmation process will be
necessary. Therefore, in order to reduce cost, it is important to improve efficiency of
manual confirmation process. In this paper, we develop system that can improve it.
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Fig. 1. Image of high precision map data

Fig. 2. Assumed components of MMS
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2 High Precision Map Creation

In this paragraph, the overall flow of high precision map creation system is described.
High precision map is generated through processing shown below.

• Getting measured data using MMS
• Automatic map creation processing by software
• Manual confirmation and modification processing

2.1 Getting Measured Data Using MMS

MMS is the car which has equipment for self-location grasping such as GPS antenna or
IMU (Inertial measurement unit) and equipment for surrounding measurement such as
radar or cameras. MMS can measure high precision 3D point cloud data and image data
about the traveling road, although when a car is running by the side of MMS, MMS
cannot get data about the back of it. And point data contains reflectance data as well as
3D position data.

2.2 Automatic Map Creation Processing by Software

Automatic map creation processing is the function that creates high precision positioning
data such as road line, road edge and road sign from MMS data. For example, road line
can be detected where reflectance is high, road edge can be detected where height
difference is larger compared to the surroundings. These feature detection method is
being studied in various way [1, 2, 3]. However, it may be difficult to detect the appro‐
priate feature position fully, for example, due to faded and losing lines or road edge
covered with grass.

2.3 Manual Confirmation and Modification Processing

Automatic map creation processing may cause over-detected failure or undetected
failure (over-detected failure means detecting feature that should not be detected, unde‐
tected failure means not detecting feature that should be detected). So manual confir‐
mation and modification processing must be performed. We should check failure detec‐
tion and modify it correctly. The map data created through these processing can be
actually used for autonomous driving.

3 Method of Calculating Reliable Value

In this paragraph, the method of calculating reliable value for road line, road edge and
road sign is described. The reliable value is used to clearly indicate which features are
highly necessary to modify, and it is derived from evaluation item values. So, first, we
show the method of deriving the evaluation item values and then show the method of
calculating reliable value using the evaluation item value.
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3.1 Method of Deriving the Evaluation Item Values

We use different evaluation items depending on features, so we explain evaluation items
for each feature.

Road Line

• Amount of change in reflectance.
This item value indicates vividness of the road line, we consider vivid line is reliable.
So if the line is faded, the evaluation value will drop. To calculate this value, we use
points in the transverse direction from the point on road line, and we obtain the
difference in reflectance between the point near line and the point with low reflectance
(see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. How to get “Amount of change in reflectance”

• Linear shape
This item value indicates whether the line shape seems good or not, we consider
straight or clean curve line is reliable, so if the detected line is jagged, the evaluation
value will drop. To calculate this value, we approximate a point sequence constituting
a line to a function, and we obtain the sum of errors of approximation.

• Distance from MMS
This item value indicates the distance from measuring car (MMS) to the detected
line, point cloud is dense near MMS, and is sparse far from MMS, so we consider
detected line near MMS is more reliable.

Road Edge

• Amount of change in height
This item value indicates height of the road edge, we consider high edge is reliable.
So if the edge is gentle, the evaluation value will drop. To calculate this value, we
use points near the edge, and we obtain the height difference of these points.
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• Linear shape
Same as Linear shape in road line.

• Distance from MMS
Same as Distance from MMS in road line.

Road Sign

• Direction of surface
This item value indicates coincidence between direction of detected road sign surface
and direction of MMS trajectory, we consider road sign which confronts to driver is
reliable. To calculate this value, we create clusters by grouping nearby points, and
fit clusters to a plane.

• Relationship between height and size
This item value indicates properness of detected road sign size when considering its
height, because the higher sign should be display larger in order to have the driver
recognize the sign. To calculate this value, we create clusters and calculate its
bounding box size.

• Distance from MMS
Same as Distance from MMS in road line.

3.2 Method of Calculating Reliable Value Using the Evaluation Item Value

Reliable value is calculated by adding weighted evaluation item values. All evaluation
item values range from 0 to 1. And in this system, all evaluation item values are equally
weighted. To get better weighting or new function which derives better reliable value,
it is possible to use machine learning and learn the correlation between features modified
in manual processing and its evaluation item values.

4 Reliable Value Displaying System

In this paragraph, reliable value displaying system which uses detected feature data with
reliable value is described. In this system, features are displayed in different colors, and
point clouds data is also displayed on the background (see Fig. 4). A red feature indicates
low reliability and a blue one indicates high reliability. The user can change view point
position by mouse operation, and can check whether detections are correct.
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Fig. 4. Image of reliable value displaying system. (Color figure online)

5 Experiment

In this paragraph, we perform experiment using reliable value displaying system. We
used actual 35 km MMS data on highway in Tokyo Japan (details is shown in Table 1
and data image is shown in Fig. 5), performed auto features detection process and got
features data with reliable value. We counted the number of wrong detections, wrong
detections with reliable value lower than 0.8 and correct detections with reliable value
lower than 0.8. Result of experiment is shown in Table 2, and example of detections
with reliable value are shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

Table 1. Details of point clouds data

Path (start) Totsuka toll gate on Yokohama by-pass
→ Shin-hodogaya Interchange
→ Yokohama-Yokosuka Road
→ Kamariya Junction
→ Bayshore Route
→ Honmoku Junction
→ Kanagawa Route 3 Kariba Line
→ Ishikawacho Junction
→ Kanagawa Route 1Yokohane Line
→ Oi Parking Area (end)

Running Time of MMS 2300 s
Length 35 km
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Fig. 5. Enlarged image of experiment use data

Table 2. Result of experiment

Feature Line Edge Sign
Number of wrong detection (a) 275 235 389
Number of wrong detection with low reliable value (b) 183 232 184
Number of correct detection with low reliable value (c) 330 39 19
Low reliable value rate among wrong detection (b/a) 66.5% 98.7% 47.3%
Wrong detection rate among detection with low reliable value
(b/(b + c))

35.7% 85.6% 90.6%

Fig. 6. Example of line wrong detection with low reliable value. (Color figure online)
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Fig. 7. Example of line wrong detection with high reliable value. (Color figure online)

Fig. 8. Example of edge wrong detection with low reliable value. (Color figure online)
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Fig. 9. Example of edge wrong detection with high reliable value. (Color figure online)

Fig. 10. Example of edge correct detection with high reliable value. (Color figure online)
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Fig. 11. Example of sign wrong detection with low reliable value. (Color figure online)

Fig. 12. Example of sign wrong detection with high reliable value. (Color figure online)

Considerations on the results for each feature type are shown below.

Line:
Low reliable value rate among wrong detection (b/a) was not so high. Most of wrong
detection were due to marks on road surface such as sign for destination or deceleration,
and these marks were often arranged regularly. Therefore “Linear shape” value and
reliable value became high. In order to set reliable value appropriately, it is necessary
to use item for evaluating line spacing.

Wrong detection rate among detection with low reliable value (b/(b + c)) was also
not so high. Because there were some faded line, and “Amount of change in reflectance”
value and reliable value became low. But this evaluation item seems to be necessary,
because line wrong detection may occur on the road surface.
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Edge:
Both rate (b/a and b/(b + c)) were high. Most of wrong detection were due to shielding
by parallel running vehicle and grass near the edge, and these were reflected in “Linear
shape” value.

Sign:
Low reliable value rate among wrong detection (b/a) was not so high. Some wrong
detection were due to the side of the bridge. In order to set reliable value appropriately,
it is necessary to use item for Image recognition. MMS can get Image data, so using
image data and image recognition, wrong detection on the side of the bridge can be set
low reliable value.

6 Conclusion

To realize autonomous driving, high precision 3D map data is said to be indispensable,
and it is important to reduce the cost of creating maps. We have proposed a novel system
that displays features in a color according to reliable value, and enables to find suspicious
map data quickly. Reliable value is calculated using evaluation item values unique to
each feature type. Experiment result showed that the proposed system could recognize
error detection to a certain extent, and it is assumed that more appropriate reliable value
can be obtained by adding suitable evaluation items. Furthermore, we used reliable value
calculated with the function which weights all evaluation item value equally, there will
be a better function. In the near future, we will develop a better function using machine
learning. And it is also necessary to investigate and improve the display method for
making it easier for users to confirm error detection.
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